
GRADE-

 SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE NEW

MODE OF TEACHING-LEARNING: SYNCHRONOUS (ONLINE INTERACTIVE SESSION THROUGH ZOOM APP)

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

Unit-1 

Computer System overview

Leaners will be able to:

* Develop a basic understanding of computer 

systems - architecture, operating system, Storage 

unit, I/O, Battery.

* Software and its classifications, Language 

translators.

* Identify the Mobile system Organization

* Learn various digital number systems (decimal, 

binary, octal and hexa decimal).

*Learners have identified the way in which 

computers handle numbers now they learn how 

computer recognize codes that represent characters.

*Learn the logical operations, Truth table, basic 

Logic gates, and basic postulates of Boolean logic

* Visualize the parts of a computer via 

videos

* Assignment : List out various operating 

system and its characteristics

 * Solve conversion of other number 

systems to binary and vice versa.

 * Based on binary addition rules, solve 

binary additional problems PPT &VIDEOS:

http://python.mykvs.in/

presentation.php

ONLINE QUIZ

*  Students are asked to search internet to 

collect more examples of input and output 

devices available nowadays.

*Prepare a chart about  secondary storage 

devices and its storage capacity.

* Number conversion questions can be given 

as an activity

* Ask the students to create a table contains 

first 50 decimal numbers and its binary.

* Solve and draw logical circuits based on 

logic gates 

MONTH 2

Unit-1 

Computer System 

overview

-Operating System

Unit-2

Computational Thinking 

& Programming

*Because computers understand a totally different 

language, called the ‘machine language’, the 

learner who learns to write programs in a specific 

language called the programming language such as 

Python, need to understand the flow of coding and 

how the OS deal with programs and its execution.

* Introduce Problem Solving Cycle, flowchart, 

pseudo code and algorithms

*Implementation of problem solving in real-life 

scenario.

* Introduce Guido Van Rossum’s programming 

language, ‘Python’ (1991)

* Advantages, disadvantages, and working with 

Python

* Python IDLE installation.

*Comments in Python.

* Understand Python’s basic character set, tokens, 

expressions, statements, simple input output etc.

· Use Microsoft Windows as practical 

example to grasp the operation and role of 

an OS .

• Download and install an IDlE for Python

• Use interactive mode and Script mode 

and try simpler operations

• Compiling and running, first Python 

program

PPT:

http://python.mykvs.in/

presentation.php

ONLINE QUIZ

 * Students are asked to analyze, design and 

implement sample solutions to real life 

problems.

 *  Write algorithms/ draw flowcharts.

 * Practice Literal formation rules.

*Solve floating point literals in fractional/ 

exponential forms

* Analyze the barebones of a Python 

program

*Students are told to code Programs to solve 

basic mathematical problems
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MONTH 3

Unit-2

Computational Thinking 

& Programming

Data 

handling;Conditional and 

Iterative Statements

• The leaner understands the fundamentals to write 

a program; data types, variables, operators and 

expressions 

• Evaluating Arithmetic, Logical and Relational 

expressions. 

• Introducing usage of math module in Python.

* Learn general execution of programs and program 

control statements to deviate from the above

* Understand the statement flow control in general

* Conditional statements and its various forms if 

statement, if-else ,nested if etc.

* To enable the students to learn to repeat same set 

of tasks again and again

 *Identify the usage of loops (for & while).

* Introduce briefly to functions and specially, 

range() function.

*Leaners will be able to understand the Python 

strings enclosed within quotes

• Learn the operators in use by solving 

practical solutions from Practical book.

• Understand operator precedence by 

creating a chart

• Write simpler expressions that can be 

used in Python 

PPT

http://python.mykvs.in/

presentation.php

OFFLINE TEST

Students are asked to code and test the given 

programs in python IDLE.

• Program to enter three numbers and find 

the largest among the three, program to find 

multiples of a number.

• Finding area, perimeter of various shapes.

• Program to find the factorial of a number.

• Print the sum of odd and even numbers

MONTH 4

Unit-2

Computational Thinking 

& Programming

String Manipulation

List Manipulation

Tuples

Dictionaries

* Learn how to travers thru a string, and the various 

string operators

*Introduction to string slices

* Usage of string functions and methods.

Leaner will be able-

*To understand containers that can be used to store 

a list of values of any type.

Leaner will be able-

* To understand containers that can be used to store 

a list of values of any type.

* Mutable and immutable types

* Write programs to create and access tuples, tuple 

operations and methods

Leaner will be able-

*To understand containers that can be used to store 

a list of values of any type.

• Leaners practice programs to differentiate 

errors and exceptions.

* Assignment baseedon Comparison of 

different mutable and immutable data 

types.

* Program to extract sub lists from a given 

list can be explained in virtual class 

through online python editor
PPT

ONLINE QUIZ 

THROUGH 

GOOGLE FORM

*      Programming questions from 

List,Tuples & dictionaries can be given as 

assignment

* Students are asked to solve output based 

and application based questions from 

textbook.

Code and Test the programs

*  Find mean of a given list of a numbers

* Write a program to find the powers of a 

given number and generate a tuple as output.



MONTH 5

Unit-2

Computational Thinking 

& Programming

Dictionaries

Introduce Python 

Modules

Leaner will be able to:

* Identify the different functions/methods used in 

dictionary.

Students will get  the concept-

* A module is a logical organization of Python 

code. Related codes are grouped into a module 

which makes the code easier to understand and use. 

Any python module is an object with different 

attributes which can be bind and referenced. 

*Python provide inbuilt standard modules, like 

math, random etc. learn them

*To understand the use of methods available in 

statistics module ,math and random module

*Write programs to create and access dictionaries, 

dictionary operations and methods

*Hand on training in Python coding

* Create Python programs that perform 

actions using functions. Convert earlier 

programs to module based ones

* Use Standard Python modules to perform 

mathematical operations.

.Conduct coding competitions for students.

PPT
CODING TEST

 ONLINE

* Exercise question from textbook can be 

given.

• Students are asked to create python 

programs with random module.

• Ask them to complete the‘predict output ‘ 

questions given in text book .
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